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Abstract

Tkis study estimates a mode] of overlapping nominM price con-

tracts over three distinct monetary policy regimes~, testing the stability

of the parameters in the model ~cross regimes. Upon f~nding a model

that is stable over the three subsamples, the model thmt holds for the

most recent monetary regime is used to compute the optimal policy

frontier-the efficient combinations of output mud inflation vgrian’ces-

and compared to actual policy performance. The study then evaluates

the rbbustness of policy conclusions to particula~s of the specification,

and discusses the general properties that are required of ~ model in

order to produce ~ plausible estirngte of the optimal policy frontier.



The annual average rate of inflation in the GDP deflator for 1980 was 10.1

percent. By 1984, !he same measure had dropped to 4.4 percent, and from

1990 through 1993, the rate of inflation has averaged 3.4 percent, deviating

only modestly from that average over the period. From 1981 to 1984, the

civilian unemployment rate averaged 8.6 percent, peaking at 10.7 percent in

the fourth quarter .of 1982. Many argue that much of the rise in unemploy-

ment was caused by intentionally contractionary monetary policy, and that

the fall in inflation was a consequence of the high unemployment rate. Under

this interpretation, the period from 1982 to the present may be characterized

as a successful disinflation engineered by the Federal Reserve, successful at

least in as far as it clearly accomplished the goal of lowering the inflation

rate.

But was it an optimal disinflation? Wl-file the level of inflation at the ehd

of the episode was evidently more satisfactory to the monetary authority

than the level at the beginning of the episode, was the path that the real

economy took in getting there just as satisfactory? Did the Federal Reserve

move its in:struments so as to obtain its desired target rate of inflation while

minimizing the disruption to the real economy? If not, what course wou’ld

have been better?

One commonly used measure of monetary policy performance is the weighted

average of the variances of inflation and the output gap. This measure is a

Steady-state, rather than a path-specific, concept of policy optimality. An

optimal policy according to this metric will systematically Set the policy in-

strument in response to deviations of inflation and the output gap from their

targets so as to minimize a Weighted average of the unconditional variances

of inflation and output. O~her things equal, it is assumed that the mone-

tary authority ~refers less variance of inflation about its t~rget to more, and



less variance of real output about potential to moreJ Given a description

of the economy and a set of policy preferences over inflation and output

variance, there exists a policy that achieves the minimum weighted average

variance. This paper gives primary weight to this measure of optimality.

A second, more path-specific measure of policy performance is the sacrifice

ratio-the percentage shortfall of output be10w potential for each percent-

age point reduction in inflation. Fuhrer (1994) explores the implications of

various monetary policy settings for the sacrifice ratio.

Because the notion of optimal monetary policy--the best policy that pol-

icymakers could have pursued is inherently counterfactual, it must be ad-

dressed in the context of a model. It will be argued below that any model

used to analyze monetary policy must accurately reproduce at least two im-

portant features of the data. If it does not, then its prescriptions about

optimal monetary policy will be of little relevance. In particular, Taylor’s

[1980] model of staggered contracts implies insufficient persistence in infla-

tion, and as a result yields an implausibly optimistic policy frontier.

The next sections describe the data and the model that will be used to

assess the optimality of monetary policy. In the following sections, the model

is estimated across three distinct monetary regimes, testing for the stability

of the non-policy structural parameters that summarize the behavior of prices

and aggregate demand. Finally, the optimal policy frontier is computed for

the most recent monetary regime and its robustness examined with respect

to modifications to the specification of the model.

1In the model used here for policy exercises, monetary policy cannot permanently move
real output away from potential.
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The Da~a

To adequately characterize monetary policy requires a description of the

instrument of policy, taken here to be a short-term interest rate, as welt as

its primary targets, which include the rate of inflation, the rate of money

growth, the growth rate of output, and the output gap. The transmission

channel from policy instrument t6 ultimate goals also involves these variables.

The data series that are used in this paper are itemized in Table 1.

As in earlier work (Fuhrer and Moore 1993a,b), a stationary representa-

tion of the fundamental data series is preferred. In the models that considered

here, the stationarity of the rate of inflation, and hence of the nominal federal

funds rate, depends upon the actions of the monetary authority. Unless the

Federal Reserve responds to deviations of the level of inflation from a target

(or to deviations of another nominal aggregat£ that is linked to the rate of

inflation, such as the raze of money growth or nominal income), the rate of

inflation and the short nominal rate will be nonstationary.2 Thus, the esti-

mates of the response of the funds rate to inflation (and/or money growth)

in the reaction functions below will be critical in determining whether the

Fed ir~duces statlonarity in the rate of inflation.

Table 2 presents the results of univariate augmented Dickey-Fuller tests

for the data series of interest. The inflation rate and nominal rate appear to

be at best borderline stationary. Because mongtary policy can shift the mean

of the inflation process (as wetl as its order of integration for a fixed mean),

these full-sample tests may reflect a shifting mean across monetary policy

regimes, and thus may not be terribly informative. However, tests based on

the subsamples, reported in the last two panels of the table, include very few

2Similarly, the Fed could induce stationarity in the price le~;el by responding to devi-
ations of the price level from some. target value. This has evidently not been fhe goal of
the monetary authority over the last 30 years.



Table 1
Quarterly Data, 1966Ql-1993Qt

Mnemonic Definition

log of per capita $82 GDP
log of the implicit GDP deflator
Quarterly federal funds rate
Inflation rate, 4 Z~pt
Deviation Of ~/, from trend, 1959Ql-1993Q1
log of M2

Table 2
Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests

Series n Q(12) ~%, ~-~-
1966:1-93:1

~r~ 2 13.8 -.14 -2:03
f, 3 13.4 .09 -2.34
~ 2 17.5 -.12 -3.23
~ 2 15~I -.08 -3.10
~2t 1 15.5 .00 .82
n~2, 1 12.4 --.03 -2.01

A~2~ 0 13.7 --.33 --4.12
1966:1-79:3

~h 2 11.5 --.25 --1.97
f~ 3 6.6 -.17 -2.83

Am2~ 1 18.9 -.30 -3,25
1982:4-93:1

~, 1 14.1 -.42 -2.70
f~ 1 11.2 .15 -2.86

Am2~ 0 8.2 -.33 =2.59



observations, and thus are also suspect. In general, the magnitude of the

coefficient 80 for the subsample test regressions -is larger, although the value

of the ADF test statistic is not uniformly larger. A more complete discussion

of the time-varying mean of inflation and the issue of the stationarity oI the

nominal variables in the model will be left to the discussion of the structural

estimates.

The log of per capita output appears trend stationary. Not surprisingly,

M2 is neither stationary in levels nor stationary about a trend, although its

first difference is strongly stationary.3

Earlier work compared the behavior of an unrestricted vector autore-

gression for these variables to the behavior of a restricted structural model.

Here, no attempt is made to estimate separate vector autoregressions for

each monetary policy regime. Essentially, the structural model is taken as a

reasonable description of the economy based on the evidence in Fuhrer and

Moore (1993a,b), and the study moves on Dom there.

2 The Baseline Model

.2.1 The I-S Curve

The real economy is represented with a simple I-g curve that relates the

output gap to its own lagged values and one lag of the long-term real interest

rate, Pt-1.

~, = a0 + a1~,-1 + ~2~,_2 + ~p,-i + .~,, (1)

Monetary policy canno~ affec~ ~he output gap in ~he long run; i~s equilibrium

value is 0 for all feasible monetary policies. The tong-term real rate is the

aThe tests for M2 use data through 1982:Q3, the end of the nonborrowed reserves
operating procedures and the end of the second subsample considered below.



yield to maturity on a hypothetical long-term real bond. In the maximum

likelihood estimation discussed below~ the realization of p~ is set equal to the

weighted average of the expected real returns on federal funds forecast by

the restricted structural model. Thus, the series of pt realizations changes as

the estimated structural parameters change.

The intertemporal arbitrage condition that equalizes the expected holding-

period yields on federal funds and real long-term bonds is

where D is a constant approximation to Macaulay’s duration. Solving equa-

tion 2 for ;~ in terms of pt+l and f~ E~(~r~+~), then recursively substituting

the result into itself, the long-term real rate is an exponentially weighted

moving average of the forecast path of the real rate of return on federal

funds.
D

P~ 1 -7 D ;=0

Preliminary analysis suggests that a single lag of the long-term real rate is

sufficient to explain the evolution of output; the coefficient on the contempo-

raneous value of pc is not significantly different from zero in an instrumental

variables estimation of the ~t equation.

2.2 The reaction function

The systematic behavior of monetary policy is summarized with a reaction

function in which the monetary authority moves the short-term nominal rate

in response to deviations of target variables from target. The precise form of

the reaction function varies over subsamples. In particular, on both empirical

and a priori grounds, the short rate responds to money growth in the first



two subsamples, but not in the third. Limited information estimates of the

reaction functions find no evidence of a response to M2 growth once the

response to inflation and output is included during the third subsample,

and little or no evidence of a direct response to inflation in the first two

subsamples~ with a strong response to M2 growth. The general form of the

reaction funclion is

(4)

The monetary policy reaction function relates the quarterly federal funds

rate t0 lags of the funds -rate, contemporaneous and lagged levels of the

inflation rate, contemporaneous and lagged levels of the output gap, and

contemporaneous and lagged money growth.

The beginning Of the first sample period, 1966, is dictated by the use here

of the federal funds rate as the fundamental instrument of monetary policy.

The federa! funds rate, the overnight rate on interbank loans, traded below

the Federal Reserve discount rate prior to the mid 1960s. Since that time,

the funds rate has generally remained above the discount rate, and there has

been a direct link between Federal Reserve open market transactions and

movements in the funds ra~e.

2.3 Money demand

Because M2 appears in the reaction function for the first two subsamples, a

money demand equation is required. If the only interaction between money

and the rest of the model were through the reaction function, the specification

of money demand would not be terrib!y important. However, since the long-

term real rate that d~ives the t-S curve depends in part on expectations of

the federal funds rate, money demand behavior will feed into expectations



of the long-term real rate and have at least some effect on the output gap.

Thus some care must he taken in specifying money demand.

A relatively simple error-correction specification is used for money de-

mand. tn the long run, the level of real money balances depends on real

output and the opportunity cost of holding money

Two simplifications were made i}~ the specification of the oppSrtunity cost of

holding M2. First, the own rate on M2 deposits is ignored, and second, the

federal funds rate is used as the competing rate on assets with which money

competes in the portfolios of money holders. The first simplification appears

to have little or no effect on the fit or behavior of money demand, and it

removes the difficult task of modeling deposit rates. The second simplification

marginally sacrifices the fit of the money demand equation for simplicity of

modeling. The alternative is to use the Treasury bill rate as the opportunity

cost and then to model the bi!l raze, linking it to movements in the funds

raze. The net loss for the purposes of this study from these simplifications

seems small relative to the additiona! complication that they would add to

the model.

Finally, the change in real money balances responds to the lagged discrep-

ancy from long-run equation 5, as well as to lagged changes in real money

and the funds rate.4

ix(~2~ w) : + + - v~-l) + ca/xf~_l

’iOther dynamic ~erms entered insignificantly in preliminary limited information
estimates.



2.4 The Contracting Specification

The contracting specification is identical to that used in Fuhrer and Moore

(1993@, and the reader is referred to that paper for greater detail. Agents

negotiate nominal wage contracts that remain in effect for four quarters. The

aggregate log price index in quarter t~ lot, is a weighted average of the log

wage contracts, xt-i, that were negotiated in the current and the previous

three quarters and are still in effect. The weights, wl, are the proportions of

the outstanding contracts that were negotiated in quarters ~ - i,

where w~ _> 0 and ~w~ = 1. A downward-sloping linear function of contract

length is used,

wi=-.25-t-(t.5-i) s, 0~s<_1/6, i-0,...,3 (8)

Let vt be the index of real wage contracts that were negotiated on the

contracts currently in effect,

3

Now suppose that" agents set nominal wage contracts so that the current real

contract wage equals the average real contract wage index expected to prevail

over the life of the contract, adjusted for excess demand conditions.

i=0

Substituting equation 9 into equation 10 yields the real version of Taylor’s



contracting equation,

where/~, = E~ fjf~+j/(1 E~. f]), and :~* -
In their contracting decisionsi agents compare the current real contract

wage with an average of the real contract wages that were negotiated in the

recent past and those that are expected to be negotiated in the near future;

the weights in tt~e average measure the extent to which the past and future

contracts overlap the current one. When output is expected to be high,

the current real contract wage is high relative to the real contract wages on

overlapping contracts.

3 Motivation for the Subsample Estimation

An extensive literature is emerging to address the problem of determining

breakpoints in econometric models. (See Andrews 1993, Zivot and Andrews

1992, and Banerjee, Lumsdaine and Stock, 1992). Because this study is pri-

marily concerned with the stability of structural parameters across monetary

regimes, the subsamples are defined a priori as corresponding to the period

before the nonborrowed reserves operating procedure (1966:I to 1979:III), the

nonborrowed reserves operating procedure period (1979:IV to 1982:III), and

the post-nonborrowed reserves period (1982:IV to 1993:I). While a change

in operating procedures need not imply a change in the policy stance of the

monetary authority, the documentation is sufficient to warrant a fairly close

link between the changes in operating procedures in the 1980s and changes

in monetary policy. Fo~ example, the October 1979 change in operating

procedures coincided wi~ih the onset of a serious commitment to disinflation.
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In addition to choosing breakpoints, this study must consider the way in

which expectations change around the time of regime shifts. In principle,

agents would be expected to take some time to learn about shifts in mone-

tary regimes (Fuhrer -and Hooker 1993). !!ere, the problems of expectation

formalion under changing regimes are ignored, and it is assumed that agents

know about the regime shift as soon as i~ is implemented. While this is

conceptually a large simplification, empirically it appears to be of small con-

sequence in this specification: In the estimates presented below, no evidence

was found of serious rnis-fitting at the beginning of new regimes.

3.1 The Effects of Changing Policy Regimes on Model

Dynamics

The introduction of a changing monetary policy regime in this model is of

more than second-order interest. Monetary policy can dramatically alter the

properties of the model.

Monetary policy can alter the mean of the inflation process. Noth-

ing in the contracting specification pins down the mean of inflation. Thi~ is a

feature that this mode] shares with many models, including the conventional

expectations-augmented Phillips curve. In fact, it is only when the funds

rate responds to the ]eve] of inflation (or equivalently, to money growth or

the growth of nominal income), that inflation can be Stationary. Thus sig-

nificant changes in the reaction function can change the order Of integration

of all nominal variables, as we11 as the mean of the inflation process given

stationarity.

Monetary policy can alter the dynamic path of expected long real

rates. Because the ex ante long real rate equals the weighted average of

11



expected short-term real rates in this model, and because changes in mone-

tary policy will alter the expected path of both the funds rate and inflation,

shifts in monetary policy will alter the time-series behavior of the long real

rate (See Fuhrer and Moore 1993b for a fuller discussion of this point.)

4 Sketch of Estimation Method,/Computations

Limited information estimates (ordinary least squares or instrumental vari-

ables estimates, where appropriate) are used as consistent s~arting values for

the parameters of the model. The final estimation method is full informa-

tion maximum likelihood (FIML); all parameters are estimated jointly. The

log-likelihood is

= T(log IJI - .5 log

where J is the Jacobian of transformation, and ~ is the estimate of the

variance-covariance matrix of the errors in the structural model (the covari-

ance matrix for �~, cy, ~,~, and ~p). For the estimation results reported below,

the residual correlations are fixed across all subsamples, while the variances

are allowed co vary across subsamples.5 Thus only the four innovation vari-

ances for the middle subsample must be estimated; the correlations (and

implicitly, the covariances) are estimated with pooled information from all

three samples. Under the assumption of jointly normal errors, the likelihood

for each subsample~is computed, the independent likelihoods for the three

samples are summed to form the overall likelihood. The tog-likelihood is

maximized using a sequential quadratic programming ~lgor~hm, imposing

~he s~sbility conditions required ~o generu~e a unique, stable Solution for

the structural model. For more details regarding ~he solution me~hod

SThis relaxation is particularly important for the funds rate, which exhibited noticeable
heteroskedastic~ty across ~hese snbsarnples in earlier Work.
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retrieval of structural residuals, see the Appendix and Fuhrer and Moore

(~a).

5 Estimation Results

The full sample, which runs from 1966:I through 1993:I, is broken into three

subsamples, corresponding to assumed shifts in the monetary policy regime.

The first subsample runs from 1966:I to 1979:III, just before the well-known

October 1979 change in Federal Reserve operating procedures. The second

subsample runs from 1979:IV-1982:1II, the end of the nonborrowed reserves

Operating procedure, and the third subsample runs from 1982:1V to 1993:1.

5.1 Limited Information Estimation of th~ Subsam-

pie Reaction Functions

Rat:her than estimating all possible reaction function specifications for all

three subsamples jointly with all the dther parameters in the model, limited-

information estimates of the subsample reaction functions were obtained.

The estimation strategy pursued here is to obtain a basic specification for

the reaction function from limited information estimation on each subsample,

and then to obtain more ef[icient estimates of the reaction function and

other parameters via FIML. A brief description of the limited information

specifications follows.

First subsample: 1966:I to 1979:III The funds rate responds to three

lags Of itself, two lags of the quarterly log growth rate of M2, and the contem-

poraneous output gap. Including contemporaneous and//or lagged inflation

did not improve the fit of the equation, nor did including additional lags of

13



the output gap or money growth. This specification is taken as the starting

point for the FIML estimations below.

Second subsample: 1979:IV to 1982:111 This subsample showed no

discernible direct response to inflation or lagged inflation. However, the

response to money growth increases dramatically compared to the first sub-

sample (from about 0.l to 0.8). InterestinglE the response to the output gap

remains about the same as the estimated response for the first subsample.~

Third subsample: 1982:IV to 1993:I Only one lag of the funds rate is

significant in this sample; its estimated coei~cient is 0.8. While money growth

is no longer significant, the coei~cients on inflation (contemporaneous and

once-lagged) sum to 0.53. The funds rate responds to both the output gap

and the growth rate of real output.

Of all the equations, the reaction function equations show the least signs

of misspecification, both in limited- and in full-information estimationl For

example, the Ljung-Box Q ~12)-statistics and associated p-values for the resid-

uals from the three subsamplcs arc 13.8 (0.31), 2.6 (Q(4) due to the limited

number of observations, p-value = 0.63), and 2.9 (0.99) respectively.

5.2 FIML Estimates, Two Baseline Models

No attempt is made to estimate all the parameters of equations 1,4, 5, 6, 10,9

and 7 independently for the short middle sample. Instead, the parameters

of the I=S curve and the contracting specification arc constrained to bc the

same as those for the third sample, the money demand parameters to bc the

6Preliminary maximum likelihood,estimates yielded a coefficient on the lagged funds
rate of 1. Thus the first-difference of the funds rate is used as the dependent variable in
this equation from here on. -
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same as those for the first sample (there is no money deman~ function for

the third sample), and the reaction function parameters are allowed to be

estimated freely.

The exercise begins with an estimate of the model tha~ holds all of the

parameters fixed across the three subsamples eacep~ the reaction function

parameters. All parameters are estimated jointly; the estimation method is as

described above and in the Appendix. Tables 3 and 4 report the results of this

estimation, along with asymptotic standard errors and equation summary

statistics.

A-s a second benchmark, the model is estimated with all parameters free to

vary across subsamples. The results of this exercise are reported in Tables 5

and 6.

Note that the overall deterioration in the likelihood function from con-

straining all of the non-reaction function parameters across the subsamples

is 5.2. The likelihood ratio ~esl for the six constraints imposed on s~ 7,

a0, a~, a~, and a~ does not quite reject ~t the i0 percent significance level

(p-value = 0.Ii), Thus the ne~ effect of these constraints on the overall fit is

relatively small. Still, this is essentially a portmanteau tes~ of the six param-

eters which may hide significant instability in a key parameter or subset of

the parameters. In the following subsections~ this possibility will be tested.
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Table 3
FIML Parameter Estimates: Independent Reaction Functions., Constrained

I-S, Contracting Equations
Equation       Parameter Estimate Standard ~-statistic

error

I-S curve ao .011 .003 3.1
al 1.348 .04t 32.6
a ~ -.390 .042 9.2
¢p -..379 .029 -13..1

Reaction :[unction, ao -.029 .005 -5.5
1966:I to 1979:1II a~I 1.139 .059 19.2

ay~ -.587 .046 -12,8
ay, .579 .060 9.6

~/~,~ -.013 .038 -.3
a~,,~ .115 .036 3.2

a~ .437 .046 9.5
Reaction :[unction, ao --.006 .003 --2.3
1982:1V to 1993:I ay~ .804 .034 23.8

a~o .301 .057 5.2
a,~1 .233 .061 3.8

az~ .614 .079 7.7
Money demand bo 1.562 .154 -i0.i

1966:I to 1982:III 51 1.713 .058 29.4
b~ 1.172 .t15 -10.2
co .001 .00t .9
cl -.016 .023 .7
c~ .648 .050 12.9
c~ --.204 .042 - 4.8

Contracting s . i 13 . Ol 0 I O. 7
specification "~ .002 .001 1.9
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Table 4
FIML Parameter Estimates: Summary Statistics

Overal Likelihood value: 2046.8
Subsamplc Statistics:
Sample 1: 1966:I-1979:tii

Ljung-Box Q(12)Statistics:
I-S curve: 14.0

Reaction function: 15.0

Contracting equation: 38.5

Money D~mand: 13.2

Decay P~ate of Dominant Roots (complex): 6.1percent per quarter
Sample 3: 1982:IV-1993:I

Ljung-Box Q(12) Statistics:
I-S curve:

Reaction function: 3.5

Contracting equation: 26.8

Dominant Roots Decay P~ate (complex): 7.0 percent per quarter
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Table 5
FIML Parameter Estimates: Independent Parameters

Equation ParameterEstimate Standard t-statistic
error

I-S curve ao .020 .013 1.6
1966:I to 1979:III al 1.083 .082 13.2

a2 .134 .085 -1.5
ap -.895 .822 1.1

I-S curve ao .005 .0.10 .5
1979:IV co 1993:I al 1.533 .125 12.3

a2 .58.3 .121 4.8
ap -.179 .267 .7

!~eac~ion function, ao i. 141 .004 6.9
1966:1 to 1979:1II all -.586 .050 23.0

ah .574 .052 11.2
af~ -.015 .044 13.0

a~I .112 .023 .6

a~m~ .403 .024 4.6
a~ -.027 .041 9.8

Reaction function, ao --.006 .003 --2.3
1982:1V co 1993:I a~1 .809 .037 21.6

a~o .316 .078 4.1

a~ .220 .083 2.7
a/~ .619 .090 6.9

Money demand b0 - 1.664 .331 5.0
1966:1 to 1982:III bl 1.635 .044 37.0

52 -1.451 .418 3.5
Co .008 .007 1.2
c~ -.020 .005 -3.8
c~ .643 .039 16.6
c~ .197 .044 -4.5

Contracting s .122 ,011 11.0
spec., 66-79:3 "l .001 .001 .8
Cont r ac~ing s . ! 03 .013 8.1

spec., 1979:IV to 1993:I -~ .002 .003 .9
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Table 6
FIML parameter estimates, Summary StatisticS

Overal Likelihood value: 2052.0
Subsample S~a~istics:
Sample 1: 1966:I-1979:HI

Ljung-Box Q(12) Statistics:
I-S curve: 13.9
Reaction function: 13.3
Oontracting equation: 38.2
Money Demand:        12.9

Dominant Roots Decay Rate (complex): 5.5 percent per quarter
Sample i: 1982:IV-1993:I

I-S curve: 13.3
Reaction function: 3.7
Oontracting equation: 26.9

Dominant Roots Decay Rate (complex): 8.5 percent per quarter

5.3 Comparison of Vector Autocovariance Functions

for the Two Specifications

A compact but comprehensive comparison of the dynamics implied by the

constrained and unconstrained models may be obtained through the vector

au~ocovariance fun cti0n.7 Figure i displays the vector autocovariance func-

tion for the constrained and unconstrained specifications. Note that there is

little discernible difference between the two functions, suggesting that what-

ever restrictions are imposed, they will not alter the fundamental dynamic

interactions among the funds rate~ inflation, and the outpu~ gap, and thus

will not dramatically affect the analysis of the optimal policy frontier.

7For this linear model, the vector autocovariance function contains all of the information
in the likelihood for the model. The details of computation for the autocovariance function
may be found in the Appendix.
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F i g u re 1
Comparison of Autocovariance Functions

Unconstrained vs. Fully Constrained Models
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5.4 FIML Estimates~ Freeing Up a Variety of Con-

straints

Table 7 displays the results from an array of subsamplc parameter stability

tests. The tabl� includes an almost exhaustive set of restrictions that lie

between the restricted mode] (line 0 in the table) and the completely uncon-

strained model (the "Baseline" line in the table). The last three columns

of the table list the log-likelihood value obtained under that row’s set of re-

strictions, the number of restrictions imposed (the degrees of freedom for the

likelihood ratio test), and the p-value of the likelihood ratio test for those

restrictions.

The bottom line from these tests is that the only parameters that reject

subsamplc stability are the lags of the output gap in the I-S curve. Sets

of restrictions that include the restriction on these lags yield the lowest p-

values. The test that restricts only these lags produces a likelihood value of

2049.3, thus accounting for more than half the reduction in the likelihood

from the baseline model to the fully restricted model. The restriction that

all of the parameters sxcs1~t the lags arc stable across all three subsamples

(specification 5) yields a p-vatuc of 0.~93. Only one set of restrictions that

does not include the I-S lags produces a p-value lower than 0.4 (restricting

the slope of the contract distribution, s, yields a p-value of 0.13).

Final specification. A final specification is chosen that restricts the con-

tracting specification parameters as well as the I-S interest elasticity across

the policy regimes. The lags in the I-S curve are estimated separately for

the periods 1966:I to 1979:III and 1979:IV to 1993:I. With these restrictions

imposed, it is possible to estimate the second subsample reaction function

jointly with the other parameters. A summary of the results is reported in

Tables 8 and 9. Figure 2 displays the vector autocovariance functions for



Table 7
Likelihood Ratio Tests for Subsample Parameter Stability

Ooei~cien~ Constrained? Log Degrees of p-value,
Model Likelihood Freedom LR Test

0 2046.8 6 .109
1 2047.8 5 .129
2 2047.0 5 .075
3 2048.1 4 .O99
4 2047.3 5 .094

2050.3 4 .493
6 2050.3 3 .493
7 2050.3 3 .493
8 2048.1 4 .099

2051.2 3 .659
2051.7 1 .439

ii 2050.9 1 .13t
12 2051.8 1 ,538
13 2051.7 1 .446
14 2O49.3 1 .O63
15 2048.0 2 ,045

Baseline 2052.0 (Baseline)
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Table 8
FtML Parameter Estimates: Final SpecKication

Equation Parameter Estimate Standard t-statistic
error

I-S curve ~o .012 .O04 2.8
ap -.350 .094 -3.7

1966:I to 1979:1II gl 1.054 13.6
a2 -.152 .087 -1.7

1979:IV to 1993:1 1.527 .115 13.3
(I2 -.551 .i15 -4.8

Reaction function, -.0261 .004. -6.8
1966:I to 1979:III 1.143 .054 21.1

-.570 .069 -8.3

I 0.552 .054 10.2
-.014 .032 --.4

.I08 .031 3.5
.387 .055 7.1

Reaction function, Q~O --.0ii .015 -.7
79:4-82:3 .211 1.2

Q~y .364 .154 2.4
1982:IV to 1993:I SO -.003 .004 -.8

.838 .048 17.4
~r0 .271 .091 3.0

.142 .097 1.5

.113 .035 3.3

.424 .i17 3.6
Money demand bo -1.538 .809 -1.9

1966:! to 1982:III b~ 1.701 .056 30.3
b~ -1.611 .342 -4.7
Co .002 .021 .I
Cl -.027 .019 -1.4

¢2 .643 .063 10.2
C3 -.202 .050 -4.0

Contracting .112 .010 11.1
specification .002 .00i 1.6
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Table 9
FIML parameter Estimates, Summary Statistics

~Likeliho o-----~ value: 2052.0
Subsample Statistics:
Sample-i: 1966:I-1979:tii

L]ung-Box Q(12) Statistics:
-I--S curve: 14.1

Reaction function: 12.9

Contracting equation:38.6

Money Demand: 12.6

Dominan~t Roots DecaS~ Rate (complex): 7.4 percent per quarter
Sample 2: 197~III

Ljung-Box Q(4) Statistics:
I-S curve: 2.1

Reaction function: 4.0

Contracting equation:6.5
Money Demand: 4.2

Dominant.Roots Decay Rate (complex): 6.2 percent per quarte~
Sample 3: 1982:I~

Ljung-B0x Q(12) Statistics:
12.8I-S curve:

Reaction function:      3.6
Contracting equation: 26.8

Dominant Roots Decay Rate (complex): 6.5 percent per quarter

Table 10
Target Inflation Rates and Asymptotic Standard Errors

Subsample

1966:I to 1979:III
1979:4-82:3

1982:IV to 1993:I

--@-~et Inflation

Rate

9.95
5.32
3.43

Standard Error

1.4
3.0
.9

-~-Statistic

6.9
1.8
3.9
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Figure 2
Comparison of Autocovariance Functions

Unconstrained vs. Final Specification
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the unconstrained and final specifications. As the figure indicates, the re-

strictions imposed in the final specification do not greatly alter the dynamic

interactions of the model variables.

5.5 The Target Rate of Inflation

For each subsample, the estimated reaction function implies a target rate of

inflation. The target rate of inflation is of interest because its value in differ-

ent subsamples could indicate a change in the Fed’s target rate of inflation,

and its precision can indicate whether the target is significantly different

across subsamples. In addition, an estimated inflation target that is insignif-

icantly different from zero may indicate that the Fed did not act so as to

return the inflation rate to a specific target. In this case, as discussed above,

the inflation rate will not be stationary.

The target inflation rates implied by each subsample reaction function,

~$, are displayed in equation 12.

(I E~as~) ao

s0

#(1 - ~.f~) - ao                 (1:2)

where ~ is the equilibrium real interest rate, obtained from the I-S curve

as -a0/al.s The approximate asymptotic standard errors for the ~rSs are

~The estimate of ~ from the final specification is .034, with an asymptotic standard
error of 0.01, not significantly different from the estimate of p reported in Fuhrer and
Moore (1993b).
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computed from
ag(~)

where g(~) is the function summarized in equation 12 mapping the estimated

parameters into the ~r*s and ~ is the variance-covariance matrix of the esti-

mated parameters. Table 10 displays the estimatedtarget inflation rates and

their asymptotic standard errors and t-ratios. The model implies a declining

target rate of inflation from the earliest through the latest sample periods.

The target inflation rate of almost 10 percent in the ~arliest sample that

includes the 1970s is more than two standard errors away from the two stan-

dard error region around the target inflation rate for the most recent sample.

Thus the evidence is consistent with a significantly lower target inflation rate

in the most recent sample. Note that only in the middle sample is the evi-

dence of a specific target rate weakly significant. Overall, this model implies

that the Fed has always behavccl as i.f it had a target rate of inflation, thus

inducing stationarity in the inflation rate. The target rate has dropped by

1/3 since the 1970s.

5.6 Modifications to the Model

Forward-looking monetary policy rule. tn the reaction functions con-

sidercd in the previous section, the funds rate responds only to current and

lagged policy targets. A-reasonable alternative is tha~ monetary polidy looks

forward in determining where to set the federal funds rate, so that expected

policy targets should enter the reaction function. A simple way to accomplish

this is to allow as many leads of policy ~argets to enter as there are tags in the

estimated reaction function, restricting the coei~icients on the lead variables

to be proportional to ~he coe~c~ents on the lagged variables. Denoting the

weight on the past and future targets as A and 1 - ,k, this implies a simplified



reaction function

The estimate of ~ for the final specification is 0.97 with standard error 0.53,

indicating little evidence in the data for a forward-looking reaction function.

A less restricted version of the forward-looking reaction function allows

the funds rate to react to the four-quarter moving averages of the expected

inflation rate, the expected growth rate of real output, ancl the expected

output gap

4

The full information estimates of a~, a~y, and ai~ for the third subsample

are all insignificantly cIifferent from zero; the forward-looking coe~cients~

asymptotic ~-s~istics are .02, .~9, and 1.34: respectively?

At leas~ ~wo explanations c~n be offered for ~he lack of forward-looking

behsvior in ~hese estims~es. First~ ~he forecasts in ~his speci~c~tion are

model-consis~en~ expec~stions of future ou~pu~ and in~ion; ~hey m~y not

closely resemble forecasts ~ssembled by ~he staff of ~he Federal Reserve Sys-

tem. Staff forecasts may resemble fairly unrestricted projections of actuals

on 1~gged values; the estim~te@ reaction function alme~dy c~ptures this. Sec-

ond~ voting members of the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) are

not r~@~r~g to base their decisions on the staff forecasts. Thus while the

staff may proyide considerab}e forward-looking information, it may not have

9The standard errors on the backward-looking reaction function coefficients are in-
creased as well, with the exception of the coe~cient on the lagged output gap. This
suggests that it is di~cult to separately identify the influence Of expected policy targets
and the influence of lagged and current policy targets on the funds rate.
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been reflected in movements of the policy instrument.

Alternative error covariance computations. Allowing the full error

covariance matrix so differ across subsampl.es changes the results reported in

t~he previous section very little. Again~ the I-S curve shows the only com-

pelling evidence of subsample instability. Constraining all the subsamples to

have the same error covariance matrix (for those variables that overlap the

subsamples) yields essentially the same results.

6 The Optimal Policy Frontier

A widely used measure of optimality for monetary policy suggests that policy

attempts to minimize the weighted average of the unconditional variances of

inflation and output (or unemployment) around target values.1° For many

reasonable characterizations of the economy, there will exist an "optimal

policy frontier" that depicts the efficient combinations of inflation variance

and output variance attainable by policymakers. T]~e policy frontier is gen-

erally expected to be convex to the origin; that is, one must trade higher

inflation variance for lower output variance, and vice versa. The frontier

describes the variance combinations that are possible; it says nothing about

what combinations are desirable. However, any reasonable set of preferences

over inflation and output variance will lead to an interior solution in which

the policymakers accept some of both inflation and output variance,n

1°It may be i~hat the monetary authority cares about the unconditional variance of its
instrument as well. This concern does not enter the implicit objective function in this
paper, in part because it is not clear why, given policies that yield stable economies, the
variance of the instrument matters once the variance of the ultimate targets are minimized.

11Taylor (1994) provides analytical motivation for the long-run inflation/output vari-
ability trade-off in the context of a textbook model with sticky prices. Note that
the frontier and preferences have convexities opposite to those in the standard prefer-
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Note that this description of optimal policy allows the possibility that the

optimal policy is no policy. While the estimated parameters indicate tha~

the Fed has leaned against the wind, to varying degrees in different periods,

the optimal policymay be 1Msscz-faire. Interestingly, for all combinations of

preferences and model specification, this study finds that activist monetary

policies are optimal.

Because the policy frontier is inherently a countcrfactual concept (what

is the best that monetary policy could have done?), the frontier can only be

constructed using an explicit model. It should come as no surprise, then, that

the location and shape of the optimal policy frontier can depend critically

upon the properties of the model used to construct the frontier.

What characteristics must a model have to produce an accurate estimate

of the policy frontier (both its location relative to the origin and its slope)?

It appears that a model must replicate at least two important features of the

data in order to be considered adequate to provide an accurate estimate of

the policy frontier. These features are required in order to produce realistic

estimates of the (unconditional) variances of the variables determined by the

model] To motivate a focus on the two properties, consider the simplest

autoregressive model for variable ~.

The unconditional variance for z depends upon both the conditional vari-

for z, completely captured by the parameter p for this simple model. The

unc~na~t~onal variance, V(x), is - ;2). The larger is the conaitional

ences/technology Edgeworth box. Their counterintuitive curvature arises because the
"goods" under consideration the variance of inflation and ou~pu~ are really "baals".
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variance, and the !~rger is p, the larger is the unconditional variance.

The anMogues for a multivariate model are straightforward. The larger

are the conditional variances, and the larger are the dominant roots in the

system (the more s!owly the system damps toward its equilibrium), the larger

are the unconditionM variances of the variables in %he system. Thu% ~ mode~

~h~t is to ~ccura~ely reflec~ ~he trade-offs in unconditional variances of inac-

tion and output must a: least~=

Yield a reasonable estimate of the conditional variance. A mode! that

fits the data poorly will overstate the conditional variances, thus over-

stating the unconditional variances and shifting the locus of the policy

frontier outward from the origin.

Capture the dynamics in the data well,at least matching the dominant

roots in the data. A model that overestimates the rate of decay of the

policy targets toward their equilibria will underestimate the uncondi-

tional variances (for given conditional variance), shifting the locus of

the policy frontier inward toward the origin. The properties of an un-

constrained vector autoregression are used here as a benchmark against

which to judge these properties of a candidate structural model, la

The final specification detailed in Table 8 satisfies both of these criteria.

Fuhrer and Moore (1993a) documents the fit of the real contracting model,

1~These are necessary, not sufficient, conditions for a model to yield a plausible optimal
policy frontier.

X3The unconditional variance is computed as the limit of the sequence 2_,4=0     t ] ~
where A is the state transition matr~ for the solved model, and ¯ is the residual variance-
cov~iance matrix. The powers of A may be written Ai = VDiV-~ where V is ~he ma~r~
of righ~ eigenvec~ors of A, and D is ~he diagonal ma~r~ of corresponding eigenvMues. Thus
~he ra~e a~ which terms in ~he sequence of Ai~(Ai)~ ~ converge depends on ~he magnitude
of ghe dominang roots of A.
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demonstrating that it dominates the traditiona! contracting model, partic-

ularly for matching the sample properties of inflation.14 An unconstrained

vector autoregression for the variables ~r, f, and 9 estimated over the last two

subsamples has dominant roots that decay toward equilibrium at 6.4 percent

per quarter. The estimated model yields dominant roots with decay rates

of 6.2 percent and 6.5 percent for the last two subsamples. Thus our model

should yield a plausible estimate of the optimal policy frontier.

6.1 Computing the optimal policy frontier

Here the optimal policy frontier is computed by tracing out the minimum

weighted unconditional variances at different slopes along the frontier (im-

plicitly, at different relative preferences for inflation versus output gap vari-

ance]. Denote the relative weight attached to inflation variance as #. Given

the model specification for t’he last subsample, the following optimization is

performed:

+ -

over a grid for /~ from 0.05 to 0.95 in increments of 0.05. ~ includes the

parameters in the monetary policy reaction function [aA, a,~o, a~, a/~, a~].

Departures from the estimated form of the reaction function and the cross-

sample restrictions imposed on the other parameters in the model are ex-

plored below. Details of the computation of the unconditional variances may

be found in the Appendix.

~4Direct comparison of the structural model with a VAR in inflation, funds rate, and
output gap is not appropriate. In the the structural model, the price indez is the observable
variable, not the inflation rate. In addition, ~he presence of the contract price in the
structural .model implicitly includes an infinite history of price indices in the model.
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6.2 Results

Figure 3 displays the optimal policy frontier computed from the last sub-

sample reaction function, the full sample contracting specification, and the

partially constrained I-S curve. The asterisk indicates the combination of un-

conditional variances that arises for this model at the estimated parameter

values. The estimated frontier has several interesting implications:

The actual policy outcome, summarized by the combination of uncon-

ditiona! variances at the estimated parameter values, lies somewhat

outside the optimal frontier. Policy in the 1980s has not been far from

optimal according to this metric.

The actual policy outcome lies just outside the frontier at the point

= 0.8. The actual policy outcome implies a 4 to 1 relative distaste for

inflation variability relative to output variability.

While the distance in inflation variance!output variance space does not

appear great, the policy responses required to move to the frontier are

considerably larger than those estimated historically, particularly for

the parameter on the level of the output gap. The optimal reaction

function parameters along the frontier are displayed in Table 11.

Decreasing inflation variance (a move to the left and upward along

the frontier) would entail a substantial increase in the variation of the

output gap.

Figure 4 displays the results of a similar exercise for the first subsample.

Here the actual outcome is also quite close to the frontier. The uncondi-

tional #ariance of inflation is larger in this subperiod, due to the large supply

shocks that disrupted the economy during this period (the larger conditional

variance-covariance matrix estimated for the 1960s and 1970s). In addition,
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the dominant roots of the system imply a somewhat slower decay fate in

the first subsample, so that shocks keep the system away from equilibrium

longer~ increasing the unconditional variances.

Table ii
Policy Parameters along the Optimal Policy Frontier

Reaction Function Parameters
Estimated Optimal parameter values for ~ =

Mnemonic Value .06 .22 .42 .54 .70 .82 .98
a~0 .27 .40 .40 .41 .41 .40 .41 .48

a~ .14 .18 .24 .26 .27 .28 .29 .37

a~ .11 2.91 1.56 .91 .67 .42 .28 .19

a~ .42 .57 .54 .52 .51 .50 .50 .48

a~ .84 ~ .76 .81 .83 .84 .85 .87 1.00

6.3 The Robustness of the Frontier to Variations in

Structural Parameters

A simple way to gauge the robustness of the computed optimM policy frontier

with respect to the exact specification detailed in Table 8 is to compute

the derivatives of the unconditional variances at the frontier with respect

to the (non-policy) structural parameters at their estimated values,is In

addition to the parameters in the fin!l specification, a parameter A is included

that indexes the degree of "forward-lookingness" in monetary policy, using a

simple modification of the reaction function.

lSThe derivatives of the weighted sum of the unconditional variances with respec£ zo
the policy parameters are 0 by construction.
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The derivative with respect to A is taken about O, the value imposed in

the estimation of the final specification. Because the optimal policy frontier

is a highly nonlinear function of the underlying structural parameters in

the model, the derivatives are only loca1~ first-order approximations of the

sensitivity of the frontier to changes in the parameters.

Table 12 displays the derivatives of the unconditional variances and the

objective function from equation 14 with respect to each of the parameters at

a grid of Values for ~.16 Increasing A, which increases the forward-lookingness

of monetary policy, can shift the optimal policy frontier either outward or

inward, depending on the emphasis plated on inflation variability. In neither

case does the magnitude of ~ have any appreciable influence on the location

or shape of the optimal frontier. As shown in Figure 5, an increase in ~ from 0

zo 0.3 yields an almost imperceptible shif~ in the frontier. This result suggests

that the omission of explicitly forward-looking monetary policy responses is

of little importance in ascer{aining the shape and location of the optimal

policy frontier.~7

Increased sensitivity of the I-S curve (as Summarized in ap) affects ~he un-

conditional variances as expected. I~ allows greater control over the inflation

rate through the standard monetary transmission channel, thus decreasing

the variance of inflation. The trade-off is an increase in ~he variation of the

outpuz gap for heavy emphasis on inflation. As with ~, the effect on the

policy frontier of changing the ap is quite stoat1, as shown in Figure 6.

X6That is, Table 12 reports the value of D V(~r)/DS, D V(9) / DS~ and # D V(~r)/D8
+ .(1-#) D V(~)/D# for ~ = [.15, .25.,.45, .55, .65, .85, .95]. The derivatives are computed
numerically; ~he derivatives reported here are not ~ensi~ive ~o ~he finite-differencing in~erv~
used.

~ZThis result holds up ~he response ~o expected inflation and ou~pu~ growth is defined ~
i ~imes ~he unweigh~ed average of ~he nex~ four quarters of expected inflation and ou~pu~
growth. In addition, ~he optimal policy frontier wi~h unrestricted forward-looking policy
responses, ~ in section 5.6 above, lies in nearly ~he same location and h~ nearly identical
contours as ~he frontier in Figure 3.
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Table 12
Derivatives of Unconditional Variances with respect to Non-policy

P arameters

Weight on Inflation Variance
Parameter .15 .25 .45 .55 .65 .85 .95

Derivative of unconditional variance of inflation with respect to:

al -.039 .061 --.053 .057 -.058 -.037 -.001
a2 -.041 .063 .052 -.054 ~.053 -.029 0.006
ap .000 -.001 -.002 -.003 -.005 -.009 -.009
s 1.659 1.239 .938 .810 .701 .547 .459
7 -35.205 "27.459 -20.955 -17.992 -15.049 -9.755 -6.060
~ -.003 -.002 --.001 --:000 .000 .001 .001

Derivative of unconditional variance of output gap with respect to:

al .051 ,t17 .113 .148 .198 .338 .595
a2 -.018 ,021 .021 .044 .076 .160 .340
ap -.015 --.023 .018 -.016 ~-.011 .022 .080
s .069 .120 .254 .335 .436 .732 1.335

.~ -1.577 -2.977 -7.056 -10.343 -15.39t -34.457 -73.170
~ -.004 -.001 -.002 -.001 -.001 -.003 -.018

Derivative of objective function with respect to:
at .037 .073 .038 .035 .031 .019 .028
a2 --.021 --.000 -.012 .010 -.008 -.001 .022
ap .013 .018 -.01t -.009 -.007 --.004 -.005
s .307 .400 .562 .596 .608 .575 .503
~ --6.621 -9.098 -13.311 -14.550 -15.169 13.461 -9.416
A -.004 -.001 -.001 -~001 -.000 .000 .000

All figures are multiplied by t00.
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A decrease in the estimated slope of the contract distribut.ion, s, un-

ambiguously lowers both unconditional variances. Decreasing the slope of

the contract distribution is equivalent to increasing the average age of price

contracts. Holding other effects constant, this change should impart greater

inertia to the inflation rate, reducing its response to shocks in the steady

state, and reducing the unconditional variance of inflation. The less vigorous

policy response required for a less volatile inflation rate implies less volatile

output. Thus a significantly smalle~ estimate of the slope of the contract

distribution shifts the policy frontier noticeably inward, as shown in Fig-

ure 7. However, note that the slope parameter is one of the most precisely

estimated, with an asymptotic standard error less than one-tenth the mag-

nitude of the parameter. Thus, it is unlikely that the estimate of the slope

is so far off as to produce an inaccurate representation of the policy frontier.

Both unconditional variances are unambiguously and significantly de-

creasecl by an increase in the effect of excess demand on real contract prices,

~. When a smaller change in the output gap yields a larger impact on in-

flation, monetary policy has more control over inflation, thus lowering its

variance, and need not disrupt output as much to effect its inflation goal,

thus lowering output gap variations. The effect of a 30 percent increase in ~

on the policy frontier is shown in Figure 8. The frontier flattens out a bit, im-

plying a slightly smaller output variance cost for a given decrease in inflation

variance. The frontier also shifts inward, decreasing the inflation and output

variances along the frontier by t0 to 15 percent. This parameter suggests

the moss uncertainty about the policy frontier, since it is not estimated with

great precision (its one-tailed ~-test is not quite in the right-hand 5 percent

tail). Thus a 30 percent smaller value is well within the 95 percent confidence

region for the parameter. If the frontier lies in the region indicated by the

dashed line in Figure 8, the actual inflation/output gap variance realization
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Figure 6
Shift in Optimal Policy Frontier with
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F ig u re 7
Shift in Optimal Policy Frontier with a Decrease

in the Estimated Slope of the Contract Distribution
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Figure 8
Shift in Optimal Policy Frontier with an Increase in

the Effect of Excess Demand on Real Contract Prices
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depicted by the asterisk in figure 3 looks somewhat less like a success story.

Still, the general position and contours of the frontier are not dramatically

different from the frontier consistent with the estimated parameter values.

6.,1 A Second Robustness Check: Alternative Struc-

tural Models

As a second check on this study’s estimate of the locus and slope of the

optimal policy frontier, the frontier is computed for structural models with

different price specifications. The first model uses the simple Phillips curve

= + (is)

where ~a¢ - 1 is imposed. This is a simplified version of the type of

expectati0ns-augmented Phillips curve that appears in the MPS quarterly

model (see Brayton and Mauskopf 1985 ). Equation 15 is estimated jointly

with the I-S and third subsample reaction functions from above to obtain

estimates of ~ and F. The estimates are not reported here, but the overall

fit of the model is good. The dominan± roots for the companion form of the

model are a complex pair with modulus 0.982, implying a decay rate of less

than 2percent per quarter, considerably slower than the structural model and

the unconstrained VAR)~ As shown in Figure 9~ the optimal frontier for this

MPS-style model lies in about the same position as the frontier for the real

contracting model. The contours of the MPS frontier are a bit different from

the real contracting model; the frontier flattens out at a higher output gap

standard deviation, suggesting a less severe penalty in output ~variation for

~As expected, the trace and determinan~ of the unconditional variance-covariance ma-
trix for this model at the estimated parameter values are somewhat larger than their
counterparts for the contracting model.
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a decrease in inflation variation at that point. However, the output penalty

for decreasing the standard deviation Of inflation below 1.Spercent is severe,

as it is for the real contracting model.

The second model is the overlapping nominal contracts model of Taylor

(1980). The definition of the price index is the same as the real contracting

model; the contracting equation is

As documented in Fuhrer and Moore (1993a), the dynamic correlations

among inflation, its own lags, and la;gs of the nominal rate and the output gap

decay much more rapidly than those in a benchmark vector autoregression.

This suggests that the nominal contracting model will estimate considerably

smaller unconditional variances, implying an optimal policy frontier that lies

well inside the frontier for the real contracting model.19

The policy reaction .function for the third subsample and the I-S curve

are held at their estimates from Table 8. The maximum likelihood estimates

for s and 7 for the third subsample for this model are 0.105 and 0.00233,

with standard errors of 0.02 and 0.002.2° Instead of using the ML estimates,

the excess demand parameter, % is boosted to .24, as reported in Roberts

As shown in Figure 9, the policy frontier for the nominal contracting

model lies well inside the frontiers for the Phillips curve and the real contract-

ing models. The general contours are similar to the other models’ frontiers.

19Taylor has not computed a frontier in variance of output, variance of inflation space
for this modeI.

~°Note that the estimate of ~ is higher than the full-sample estimate presented in Ir~-
]t~tior~ Persister~ce. However, as we point out in that paper, the dynamics of the nominal
contracting model depend very little on the magnitude of %
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Note that Taylor (1992) presents a similar juxtaposition of policy frontiers.

In that paper, he also displays a policy frontier from a model developed in

Taylor~ (1979) , which is reproduced as the dashed line in Figure 9. That

frontier lies much closer to the MPS and real contracting frontiers. Plow-

ever, the properties of that model differ substantially from the 0vcrlapping

contracts mode] of Taylor (1980). In Taylor (1979), the inflation equation is

~rt - ~rt_1 = mE~_l#~, ~ _> 0~ This formulation is a simplified version of the

MPS Phillips curve equation 15, with the maximum lag set to unity. The

inflation equation in Taylor (1980) is E~r~+1 -~r~ -- -c~, a >_ 0. A more

extensive discussion of the difference in dynamic behaviors of these two spec-

ifications may bc found in Fuhrer and Moore (1992). Finally, the Taylor

(1979) frontier was computed using data from 1953 to 1975, which misses

the second oil price shock. Thus the nature of the shocks assumed to disrupt

the economy may be more like the shocks in the 1980s and 1990s, and the

frontier may appropriately fit in with the rest of the frontiers in Figure 9.

6.5 What about the 1990s?

At considerable econometric hazard, the reaction function can be estimated

for the period 1988 to the present and the unconditional variances implied

by that policy response computed. The funds rate reaction function for this

sample is well represented by

4

f, = 1.24 ¯ (1/4) + .52~t_~ + .o2s

Note that .no evidence appears of interest rate smoothing (the lagged funds

rate does not appear significantly in the equation), and the emphasis on

inflation has more than doubled over the estimate ~[or the period 1982 to

1993. The actual and fitted values for this equation appear in the top panel
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of Figure I0.

The bottom panel-of Figure i0 Shows the optimal policy frontier from

Figure 3, along with the estimate of the unconditional variance implied by

the reaction function for 1988 to 1993. The unconditional variance outcome

implied by the model with the late ’80s and early ’90s reaction function

lies a bit further from the frontier than the outcome implied by the model

fora fixed reaction function for the post-!982 period. Giveh the degrees of

freedom available to estimate the three parameters of the reaction function,

these results should be taken with a grain of sMt.’ Still, they do not suggest

that Fed policy may have taken a turn for the worse in the last five years.

7 Conclusions

Th4contracting specification is quite stable across three distinct mon-

etary-policy regimes. The parameters that characterize excess demand

sensitivity and the shape of the contract price distribution appear to

have changed insignificantly since the mid t960s. The aggregate de-

mand (I-S) specification appears to have shifted somewhat; in the

pared-down specification used here, the shift appears in the coefficients

on lagged output, not in the interest elasticity.

Using the model specification for the post-nonborrowed reserves oper-

ating procedure period, an optimal policy frontier is computed. The

frontier indicates that the actual performance of the economy lies fairly

dose to the frontier. In addition, the shape of the frontier implies that

a reduction in the standard deviation of inflation below 2 percent en-

tails an enormous increase in output variability. Similarly, reducing the

standard deviation of output below 2 percent entails a large increase

in inflation variability.
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¯ Moving onto the frontier would entail a substantial change in policy

responses. In particular, monetary policy would have to respond more

vigorously to deviations of output from potential, regardless of its pref-

erences over inflation and output deviations.

¯ Policy frontiers for alternative specifications--an MPS Phillips curve

and a Taylor nominal contracting model--show that the qualitative

feature of sharp trade-offs below a threshold for either inflation or out-

put variability is preserved across models. This consistency was noted

in Taylor (1992).

¯ The frontier for the Taylor (1980) model lies well inside the frontiers

for the MPS or the tea! contracting model. The model implies that sig-

nificantly smaller standard deviations are attainable with appropriate

monetary policy. While it is costly to decrease the standard deviation

of inflation below a threshhold, that threshhold is about 0.5 percent.

Thus, from the perspective of the Taylor model, the actual outcomes

for inflation and output variability must be viewed as much less of a

success story.

¯ l suggest that a macro model must accurately reproduce the dynamics

in the data, summarized by the rate of convergence to equilibrium (the

size of the dominant root(s) in the system), to produce a plausible es-

timate of the policy frontier. I argue that the real contracting model

more accurately replicates the dynamics in the data, particularly the

persistence of inflation, and thus provides a more accurate depiction of

the trade-offs facing policymakers. Conversely, the standard nominal

contracting model, by understating the persistence of inflation, under-

states the unconditional variance of inflation, thus shifting the policy

frontier in toward the origin.
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APPENDIX

Computations

Each of the forward-looking models in this study can be cast in the format

0 0

i=-’r i=1

where ~ and 0 are positive integers, X~t is a vector of variables, and the Hi

are conformable square coei~cient matrices. The expectation operator Et(.)

denotes mathematical expectation conditioned on the process history

through period 4,

The random shock ~t is independently and identically distributed N(0, ~2).

The covar.iance matrix f2 is singular whenever equation 17 includes

identities.

The generalized saddlepath procedure of Anderson and Moore (1985) is

used to solve equation 17 for expec*ations of the future in terms of

expectations of the present and the past. That procedure computes the

vector autoregressive representation of the solution path,

which may be used to substitute for the expectations in equation 17 to



obtain the "observable structure" of ~he model,~1

The likelihood function of each subsainple model is evaluated using the

observable structure and the realization of the data. For the first

subsample, the initial values of nnobservable variables such as the ex ante

real interest rate are set to initial guesses. For subsequent subsamples, the

initial values of unobservable variables are set equal to %he solution values

from the previous subsample.

Several assumptions about the covariance structure of the subsample error

terms are entertained. The simplest is that each subsample 7~ has its own

covariance matrix if/k- However, for the middle sample, this entails

estimating I0 covariance matrix elements with 12 observations. To avoid

this serious degrees of freedom problem, the assumption employed in the

estimation reported in the paper is that the residual corv’ela~io~sgre fixed

across all subsamples, while the wri~ces are allowed to vary across

Subsamples. Thus only the four innovation variances for the middle

subsample must be estimated; the correlations (and implicitly, the

covariances) are estimated with pooled information from all three samples.

]For each iteration of the likelihood evaluation, the full-sample average

residual covariance matrix is estimated, and the implied residual correlation

matrix is computed. Then subsample covariance matrices are computed as

=

where ~r~ is the subsample/~ diagonal matrix of standard deviations. The

a~See Fuhrer and Moore (1993a). for more de~ails of computation.
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likelihood function for each subsample is computed as described in Fuhrer

and Moore (1993a); the subsample likelihoods are added, and the total

likelihood is ma~ximi~ed with a sequential quadratic programming algorithm

using numerical derivatives (see Gill, Murray, and Wright 1981).

Computing the unconditional variances for the observable variables in the

models requires a few more steps. Premultiptying the observable structure

by S$1, yields the reduced fo~m of the structural model,

-1

+                   (21)

The coe~cient matrices {Bi : { -- --%..., --I} in equation 21 are identical

to those in equation 18, while B0 is simply S~-1.

The companion system of the reduced form is

B_i B~ ..- B_~

I 0

I o

(22)

In a more compact notation, the companion system is

y~ = Ay~_~ + ~ (23)

where y, -- [~,,..., xe_,+~]’, and ~Te = [Bo¢e, O, ..., 0]’. P~ecursive]y

substituting equation 23 into itself,

k

ye+~: = A~:y~ + ~_, A1~-irlt+i

Because ~Tt is uncorrelated over time, the covariance matrix of the

(24)
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]~-period-ahead forecasts of y~ is

k-I

A~ A~ ,= E ( )
~-=0

where ~ is the covariance matrix of ~h- In a stationary model, as ]~ goes to

infinity the conditional covariance matrix ~(y~+~) converges to I~0, the

unconditional covariance matrix of yr.

Note that the structural model includes the log price level, an I(1) variable.

In. the structural models successive terms of ~(~+~) are computed until the

conditional variances of the I(0) variables converge ~o constants. At this

point the conditional variances of the I(1) variables are increasing at a

linear rate. When the conditional variances of the stationary variables

converge, the sum in equation 25 is treated as if it were P0, the

unconditional covariance matrix of ~.

Given the estimate of the unconditional covariance and the state-space

transition matrix ~, the autocovariance function of N~ may be computed

recursively as ~

22see the appendix in Fuhrer and Moore (1993a) for details.
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